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Abstract
We list all genus zero congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z). There are altogether 132 of them
(up to conjugation in PSL2(Z)). Geometrical invariants (genus, v2, v3, number of cusps, index in
PSL2(Z)), fundamental polygons, Farey symbol, and independent generators of all such groups
are determined. Generators of the function fields associated to such groups are also determined
(http://www.math.nus.edu.sg/~matlml/).
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1. Introduction
In this article, we study genus zero congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z) (the genus of a
subgroup S of finite index of PSL2(Z) is defined to be the genus of the compact Riemann
surface H∗/S). There are altogether 132 of them (up to conjugation in PSL2(Z)). The
finiteness of such groups was first conjectured by Rademacher. J. Dennin [5] proved that
the number of congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z) of fixed genus g is finite. A corollary
to this result is the affirmative of Rademacher’s conjecture. Note that this conjecture can
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of genus zero is not possible without results of H. Larcher [11], D. McQuillan [12],
W.W. Stothers [14] and P. Zograf [17] which provide us with possible levels (if G is a
congruence subgroup of genus zero, then the level of G is divisible by 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 or 13)
and an upper bound of the index [PSL2(Z) : G] (if g(G) = 0, then [PSL2(Z) : G] < 128
and the level of S is at most 127).
There are many ways to present an infinite group and our choice is a set called Farey
symbol (see Section 5.1 and Table 2). This was first suggested by R.S. Kulkarni [6] and it
carries enormous informations of G:
(a) A Farey symbol associated to G determines:
(i) a complete set of inequivalent cusps and their widths,
(ii) a set of independent generators ({σ1, σ2, . . . , σr } is a set of independent generators
of G if G is a free product of the cyclic subgroups 〈σi〉),
(iii) a fundamental domain (see Section 5.1, Table 2 and www.math.nus.edu.sg/
∼matlml/ for detail).
(b) Let {σ1, σ2, . . . , σr } be a set of independent generators of G. Then {〈σi〉: Tr(σi) = 0}
is a complete set of nonconjugating subgroups of order 2 of G and {〈σi〉: Tr(σi) = ±1}
is a complete set of nonconjugating subgroups of order 3 of G.
As normaliser of G (not necessarily of genus 0) is usually useful in the study of
Aut(H∗/G), Weierstrass points of H∗/G, and many others, it is worthwhile to point out
that if G is represented in terms of Farey symbol and independent generators, then one
may apply the algorithm in [10] to determine N(G), the normaliser of G in PSL2(R).
The remaining of this article is organised as follows: In Section 2, we give a
genus formula that can be implemented in the software GAP 4.3 (Groups, Algorithms,
and Programming). Section 3 reduces our study of the conjecture to groups of level
2a3b5c7d11e13f  127. Section 4 explains briefly how the search of genus zero
congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z) is implemented in GAP 4.3. The complete list of
congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z) of genus zero can be found in Section 5. Geometrical
invariants (genus, v2, v3, number of cusps, index in PSL2(Z)), fundamental polygons,
Farey symbol and independent generators of all such groups are determined. Generators
of the function fields associated to such groups are also determined (see Table 1 and
www.math.nus.edu.sg/∼matlml/).
Note that torsion free congruence subgroups of genus zero of PSL2(R) have been
classified by A. Sebbar [13]. In particular, his result implies that genus zero congruence
subgroups of PSL2(Z) splits into 33 conjugacy classes (in PSL2(Z)). Note also that our
result shows that if G is a congruence subgroup of PSL2(Z) of level 49 or more (or of
index  73), then G is of positive genus.
Genera of congruence subgroups in Q-quaternion algebras has been studied by Cox
and Parry [2]. In particular, they have determined all congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z) of
genus zero. Note that congruence subgroups of PSL(2,Z) of genus 24 or less have been
completely determined by Cummins and Pauli [3].
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Let G be a subgroup of finite index of PSL2(Z). Then the genus of G is defined to be
the genus of the compact Riemann surface H∗/G, where H∗ is the union of the upper half
plane, Q and {∞}. It is well known that the genus of G is given by
g(G) = 1 + [PSL2(Z) :G]/12 − v4/4 − v3/3 − c/2, (2.1)
where vn is the number of nonconjugating subgroups of G of order n and c is the number
of cusps of G. Suppose that
PSL2(Z)=
⋃
giG, R =
(
0 1
−1 1
)
, T =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, S(1)=
(
1 0
1 1
)
.
It is easy to show that v2 = |{gi : giT g−1i ∈ G}|, v3 = |{gi : giRg−1i ∈ G}|, c =|G\PSL2(Z)/〈S(1)〉| (see [9, Section 4] for a proof).
Let G be a congruence subgroup of level n. In order to determine the genus of G, we
shall first represent the group SL2(Zn) (not PSL2(Zn)) as permutation group as follows.
Lemma 1. Let n = 2ape11 pe22 · · ·pess , peii − pei−1i = 2r1(2mi + 1), where ei > 0 for all i
and pi are primes for all i . Then there exists a monomorphism τ : SL2(Zn)→ Sm, where
(i) if a = 0, then m=∑2ri (peii + pei−1i ),
(ii) if a  1, then m = 3 · 22a−2 +∑2ri (peii + pei−1i ).
Proof. See Appendix A. 
Corollary. There exists a one to one correspondence between the intermediate groups of
Γ (n) PSL2(Z) and the set of all subgroups of τ (SL2(Zn))/τ (〈±I 〉).
Denote the above one-to-one correspondence by ρ.
Remark. Take n = 14 for example, we have ρ(PSL2(Z14)) = τ (SL2(Z14))/τ (〈±I 〉),
where τ (SL2(Z14)) is a subgroup of S19 while the action of PSL2(Z) on the set of cusps
of Γ (14) embeds PSL2(Z14) into S72. In general, if n is not a prime, then ρ(PSL2(Zn))
gives a better representation than the representation of PSL2(Zn) on the set of cusps.
Lemma 2. Let A  B be finite groups and let {b1, b2, . . . , bk} be a set of left coset
representatives of A in B . Let g ∈ B . Then
∣∣{bi : b−1i gbi ∈ A}∣∣= [B : A]∣∣ClB(g)∩A∣∣/∣∣ClB(g)∣∣.
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convenience, we may assume that Ψ = {b−1i gbi : bi ∈ ∆} = {b−1i gbi : i = 1,2, . . . ,m}.
It is clear that
∆ =
m⋃
i=1
{
bin : b
−1
in
gbin = b−1i gbi
}
(disjoint union). (2.2)
Let Ψ = {b−1i gbi : i = 1,2, . . . ,m}. For each b−1gb ∈ Ψ , it is clear that
b−1i gbi = b−1gb iff b−1i bb−1gbb−1bi = b−1gb
iff b−1bi ∈ CB(b−1gb)=
s⋃
t=1
xtCA(b
−1gb). (2.3)
One can now prove that there are exactly s = |CB(b−1gb)/CA(b−1gb)| choices for bi’s
such that (2.3) holds. It follows that{
bin : b
−1
in
gbin = b−1i gbi
}= ∣∣CB(b−1i gbi)/CA(b−1i gbi)∣∣. (2.4)
Applying (2.2), we have |∆| =∑mi=1 |{bin : b−1in gbin = b−1i gbi}|. By (2.4), we have
|∆| =
m∑
i=1
∣∣CB(b−1i gbi)/CA(b−1i gbi)∣∣= [B :A]∣∣ClB(g) ∩A∣∣/∣∣ClB(g)∣∣.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Applying the corollary of Lemma 1, there is a one to one correspondence between
the intermediate groups of Γ (n)  PSL2(Z) and subgroups of τ (SL2(Zn))/τ (〈±I 〉).
(members in τ (SL2(Zn)) are permutations, see Appendix A.3). As a consequence, the
genus formula (2.1) can be evaluated in the finite group ρ(PSL2(Zn)) ∼= PSL2(Zn). By
Lemma 2, we have the following.
Theorem 3. Let G be an intermediate group of Γ (n)  PSL2(Z). Then the genus
of G is given by g(G) = 1 + [ρ(PSL2(Zn)) : ρ(G)]/12 − c/2 − v3/3 − v2/4, where
c = |ρ(G)\ρ(PSL2(Zn))/ρ(〈S(1)〉)|. Denote by Cl(g) the conjugacy class of g in
ρ(PSL2(Zn)). Then vn is given as follows:
v3 =
[
ρ
(
PSL2(Zn)
) : ρ(G)]∣∣Cl(ρ(R))∩ ρ(G)∣∣/∣∣Cl(ρ(R))∣∣,
v2 =
[
ρ
(
PSL2(Zn)
) : ρ(G)]|Cl(ρ(T ))∩ ρ(G)∣∣/∣∣Cl(ρ(T ))∣∣.
Proof. Let PSL2(Z) = ⋃biG. Then we have v2 = |{bi : b−1i T bi ∈ G}| and v3 =
|{bi: b−1i Rbi ∈ G}|. The theorem now follows by applying (2.1) and Lemma 2. 
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The genus formula we have in Theorem 3 allows us to determine the genus of any
congruence subgroup of PSL2(Z). In order to find all congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z)
of genus zero, we shall first reduce our calculation as follows:
Theorem (P. Zograf [17]). Let Γ be a subgroup of PSL2(R) commensurable with PSL2(Z)
and let G be a congruence subgroup of Γ . Then g(G) + 1 > 3χ(Γ )[Γ : G]/64, where
−χ(Γ ) is the Euler characteristic,
χ(Γ )= 2(g(Γ )− 1)+ c+ r∑
i=1
(1 − 1/di), (3.1)
c is the number of cusps of Γ , r is the number of conjugacy classes of elliptic subgroups
of Γ and d1, d2, . . . , dr are their orders.
Remark. Let m ∈ N. Then χ(Γ +0 (m))= m/6
∏
p|m(p + 1)/2p, where p runs through all
the prime divisors of m.
Theorem (H. Larcher [11], W.W. Stothers [14]). Suppose that G is congruence of level
m. Then [PSL2(Z) : PSL2(Z)∩G]m.
3.1. First reduction
Let G be a genus zero congruence subgroup of PSL2(Z). Applying results of P. Zograf
[17], 128 > [PSL2(Z) : G]. Applying results of H. Larcher [11] and W. Stothers [14], if G
is a congruence of level m, then [PSL2(Z) :G]m. As a consequence, 128 > [PSL2(Z) :
G]m.
3.2. Second reduction
Applying results of J. Dennin [4], if G is of genus zero, level m, then m is divisible by
either 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, or 13. Applying 3.1, the possible levels are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 40,
42, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70, 72,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 81, 82, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 98, 99, 100,
102, 104, 105, 106, 108, 110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123,
124, 125, 126.
3.3. Third reduction
The following lemma together with results of Dennin and McQuillan enable us to refine
our list given in previous subsection. Although the lemma is well known, for the readers
convenience, proof is included.
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particular, if subgroups of PSL2(Z) of level n are of positive genera, then g(G) 	= 0.
Proof. Let c ∈ Q ∪ {∞}. Suppose that the width of c in G is kc. It follows that the
stabilisers of c in G and Γ (n) are generated by
σ
(
1 kc
0 1
)
σ−1 and σ
(
1 n
0 1
)
σ−1,
respectively, where σ is an element of PSL2(Z) such that σ∞ = c. As a consequence, the
stabiliser of c in GΓ (n) is generated by
σ
(
1 gcd(kc, n)
0 1
)
σ−1.
Hence the width of c in GΓ (n) is gcd(kc, n). Since lcm{kc: c ∈ Q ∪ {∞}} = mn (G is
of level mn), for each prime divisor p of mn, there exists some cp such that kcp
and mn have the same p-part (the p-part of an integer x is the largest p-power that
divides x). As a consequence, gcd(kcp, n) and n have the same p-part. It follows that
lcm{gcd(kc, n): c ∈ Q ∪ {∞}} = n. The second part of our lemma follows from the fact
that g(G) g(GΓ (n)). 
In [12], McQuillan studied congruence subgroup of prime level and proved that if G is
a genus zero congruence subgroup of prime level p, then p  13.
Corollary 5. Let G PSL2(Z) be a subgroup of level pm, where p > 13 is a prime. Then
g(G) 	= 0.
Proof. Let G be a subgroup of PSL2(Z) of level mp. Suppose that g(G)= 0. By Lemma 4,
GΓ (p) is of level p and g(GΓ (p)) = 0. Applying results of McQuillan [12, Theorem 1],
p  13. A contradiction. Hence g(G) 	= 0. 
By Corollary 5, if G is a genus 0 congruence subgroup of PSL2(Z), then the level of G
cannot be one of the following: 34, 38, 46, 51, 57, 58, 62, 68, 69, 74, 76, 82, 85, 86, 87,
91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 102, 106, 111, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119, 122, 123, 124.
Theorem 6 (McQuillan [12], Dennin [4]). If the level of G PSL2(Z) is 49, 81, 121, 125,
77 or 91. Then g(G) 	= 0.
Proof. Suppose that g(G) = 0. By Theorem 3 of McQuillan [12], the level of G cannot be
49, 77, 91, 121. By Theorems 1 and 2 of Dennin [4], m cannot be 81, 125. 
Corollary 7. If the level of G PSL2(Z) is 98. Then g(G) 	= 0.
Proof. Let G be a group of level 98. Applying Lemma 4, the level of GΓ (49) is 49. By
Theorem 6, g(GΓ (49)) > 0. As a consequence, g(G) g(GΓ (49)) > 0. 
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45, 48, 50, 52, 54, 55, 56, 60, 63, 64, 65, 66, 70, 72, 75, 78, 80, 84, 88, 90, 96, 99, 100,
104, 105, 108, 110, 112, 117, 120, 126 (65 of them). Denote the collection of the above
numbers by Ω0.
4. GAP
A program written in GAP 4.3 that allows us to determined all subgroups of level n,
genus 0 (up to conjugation) is available upon request. The program first determines the
set of all maximal subgroups (up to conjugation) of PSL2(Zn) of genus zero (Theorem 3).
Let Mi be such a maximal subgroup. The program now determines the set of all maximal
subgroups (up to conjugation) of Mi of genus zero. Since n ∈ Ω0 (see Section 3.3) and
PSL2(Zn) is a finite group, our process must come to a stop after finitely many steps and
gives a complete list of groups of genus zero. Some useful remarks can be found in the
following subsections.
4.1. Let G be congruence of level mn. Suppose that subgroups of level m are
determined. Let {A1,A2, . . . ,Ar} be the set of all such subgroups (up to conjugation).
Applying Lemma 4, GΓ (m) is congruence of level m. As a consequence, GΓ (m) is
conjugate to Ai for some i . Hence G is a subgroup of Ai (up to conjugation). Hence the list
of congruence subgroups of level mn can be determined by studying the quotient groups
{A1/Γ (mn),A2/Γ (mn), . . . ,Ar/Γ (mn)}. Since |Ai/Γ (mn)| < |PSL2(Z)/Γ (mn)| for
all i , the complexity of our calculation is reduced.
4.2. Groups of levels 22k, 33k, 35k, 39k, 42k, 45k, 50k, 52k, 55k, 65k, 72k
Direct calculation shows that if the level of G PSL2(Z) is 22, 33, 35, 39, 42, 45, 50,
52, 55, 65, 72, then the genus of G is positive. By Lemma 4, groups of levels 22k, 33k,
35k, 39k, 42k, 45k, 50k, 52k, 55k, 65k, 72k, are of positive genera.
4.3. Groups of level 32k
Direct calculation shows that if G PSL2(Z) is of level 32, genus 0, then G is conjugate
to 〈(
1 + 4a b
16c 1 + 4d
)
: a ≡ c (mod 2)
〉
.
Note that the above group is torsion free (Theorem 6.3 of Sebbar [13]). Let A be a group
of level 32k (k  2), genus 0. Applying Lemma 4, AΓ (32) is of level 32. Since AΓ (32) is
of genus 0, AΓ (32) is conjugate to G. Since G is torsion free, A is torsion free, genus 0,
level 32k (k  2). This is a contradiction (Theorem 6.3 of [S] shows that if A is a genus
zero congruence subgroup, then the level of A is at most 32). Hence groups of levels 64,
96 are of positive genera.
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Direct calculation shows that if G PSL2(Z) is of level 27, genus 0, then G is conjugate
to 〈(
1 + 3a b
9c 1 + 3d
)
: a ≡ c (mod 3)
〉
.
Note that the above group is torsion free (Theorem 6.3 of Sebbar [13]). Let A be a group
of level 27k (k  2), genus 0. Applying Lemma 4, AΓ (27) is of level 27. Since AΓ (27) is
of genus 0, AΓ (27) is conjugate to G. Since G is torsion free, A is torsion free, genus 0,
level 27k (k  2). This is a contradiction (Theorem 6.3 of [13] shows that if A is a genus
zero congruence subgroup, then the level of A is at most 32). Hence groups of levels 54,
108 are of positive genera.
4.5. Groups of level 75
PSL2(Z75) is of order 180,000 and a personal computer may not have enough memory
space to support our program. An alternative method is given as follows.
Suppose that A  PSL2(Z) is of genus zero, level 25. Direct calculation shows that
A is conjugate to either Γ0(25) or Γ0(25) ∩ Γ (5). Let G be a group of genus zero,
level 75. Applying Lemma 4, GΓ (25) is of genus zero, level 25. This implies that G
is conjugate to a subgroup of Γ0(25) (see Section 4.1). Without loss of generality, we may
assume that Γ (75)G Γ0(25). Direct calculation shows that Γ0(25)/Γ (75) possesses
no subgroups of level 75, genus 0. Hence groups of level 75 are of positive genera.
4.6. Groups of levels 40, 80, 120, 60, 56, 63
Similar to Section 4.5, we may show that if the level of a congruence subgroup G of
PSL2(Z) is either 40, 80, 120, 60, 56 or 63, then the genus of G is positive. Note that direct
calculation shows that the number of congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z) of levels 20, 28
and 21 are 1, 1 and 2, respectively (up to conjugation). These groups play the role Γ0(25)
plays (for the level 75 case).
4.7. Groups of level 48
Direct calculation shows that there are 2 subgroups G1 and G2 of PSL2(Z) of level 24
(up to conjugation), where |G1/Γ (24)| = 128, |G2/Γ (24)| = 96. Let G be a subgroup of
level 48, genus zero. Then GΓ (24) is of level 24, genus zero. Without loss of generality,
we may assume that GΓ (24)Gi (i = 1 or 2). Direct calculation (in Gi/Γ (48)) shows
that there exists only one class of groups of level 48, genus zero.
4.8. The output
The first part of our program gives groups as permutations and the second part of our
program determines sets of independent generators and the Farey symbols (see Kulkarni
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found in [1, Section 3].
5. Congruence subgroups of PSL2(Z) of genus zero
Geometrical invariants (genus, v2, v3, number of cusps, index in PSL2(Z)), fundamental
polygons, Farey symbols and independent generators of all such groups are determined
({σ1, σ2, . . . , σr } is a set of independent generators of G if G is a free product of the
cyclic subgroups 〈σi〉). Generators of the function fields associated to such groups are also
determined. For congruence subgroups of levels 11 and 12, we tabulate our results in the
following tables (Tables 1 and 2). See www.math.nus.edu.sg/∼matlml/ for the complete
tables.
5.1. Farey symbols and independent generators
We give a brief explanation of works of Kulkarni [6] which enable us to give
independent generators of subgroups of PSL2(Z). A generalised Farey sequence (gFS)
is a set of cyclically arranged rationals {−∞, x0, x1, . . . , xn,∞} such that
(i) xi = 0 for some i ,
(ii) if xi = ai/bi (letting x−1 = −∞ = −1/0, and xn+1 = ∞ = 1/0), then ai+1bi −
aibi+1 = 1.
A Farey symbol is a gFS together with an additional structure on each consecutive pair of
xi ’s of the three types described below:
xi	◦
xi+1, xi	• xi+1, xi	a xi+1,
where a is a natural number. Each natural number a occurs exactly twice or not at all. For
example, below is a typical Farey symbol:{−∞	◦ x0	1 x1	• x2	◦ x3	1 x4	2 x5	• x6	2 ∞}.
Note that the actual values of the a’s is unimportant: it is the pairing induced on the
consecutive pairs that matter. For each xi	◦ xi+1, let
σi =
(
ai+1bi+1 + aibi −a2i − a2i+1
b2i + b2i+1 −ai+1bi+1 − aibi
)
.
σi is the side pairing that pairs the line (xi, xi+1). The line (xi, xi+1) is called self-paired.
For each xi	• xi+1, let
σi =
(
ai+1bi+1 + aibi+1 + aibi −a2i − aiai+1 − a2i+1
2 2
)
.bi + bibi+1 + bi+1 −ai+1bi+1 − ai+1bi − aibi
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is an odd side if it is the image of the edge joining eπ i/3 and ∞ under the action of some
τ ∈ Γ . For each pair xi	
a
xi+1, xi′ 	
a
xi′+1, let
σi =
(
ai′+1bi+1 + ai′bi −ai′ai − ai′+1ai+1
−bi′bi − bi′+1bi+1 −ai+1bi′+1 − aibi′
)
.
σi is the side pairing that pairs the lines (xi, xi+1) and (xi′ , xi′+1).
Let G be a subgroup of finite index of the modular group Γ = PSL2(Z). It is well known
(Theorem 6.1 of Kulkarni [6]) that there exists a Farey symbol F such that
(i) the side pairings {σ1, σ2, . . . , σr } associated with F is a set of independent generators
of G,
(ii) the special polygon Φ associated with F is a fundamental domain of G (such a special
polygon is called a fundamental polygon of G).
The readers are referred to [1,6–8] for more details. The following two examples are
taken from [8].
Example 5.1. Let G be the subgroup of Γ corresponding to the Farey symbol
{−∞	
1
0/1	• 1/1	• 2/1	1
∞}
and fundamental polygon Φ (see Fig. 1). Then [PSL2(Z) : G] = 8 and G is generated by
σ1 =
(
1 2
0 1
)
, σ2 =
(
1 −1
3 −2
)
, σ3 =
(
4 −7
3 −5
)
.
Fig. 1.
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Example 5.2. Let G be the subgroup of Γ corresponding to the Farey symbol{−∞	
1
0/1	◦ 1/1	◦ 3/2	2
2/1	
2
3/1	
1
∞}
and fundamental polygon Φ (see Fig. 2). Then [PSL2(Z) : G] = 12 and G is generated by
σ1 =
(
1 3
0 1
)
, σ2 =
(
1 −1
2 −1
)
, σ3 =
(
7 −10
5 −7
)
, σ4 =
(
7 −12
3 −5
)
.
Note that the advantage of the usage of the Farey symbols is that the geometrical
invariants of G can be determined completed by its Farey symbol. Take Example 2 for
example, we have the following:
(i) Since the fundamental domain of G contains 12 fundamental domains of PSL2(Z),
[PSL2(Z) :G] = 12.
(ii) Since the set of independent generators {α1, α2, α3, α4} contains 2 elements of order
2, v2(G) = 2. Since the set of independent generators {α1, α2, α3, α4} contains no
element of order 3, v3(G) = 0.
(iii) An easy observation of the side pairings shows that there are 3 inequivalent cusps, ∞,
0, 2 of widths 3, 6, 3, respectively, and g(H∗/G)= 0. Note that [PSL2(Z) :G] = sum
of the widths of inequivalent cusps.
5.2. Generator of K(H∗/G)
Let G be a subgroup of PSL2(R) commensurable with PSL2(Z) of genus zero. Then
the function field K(H∗/G) of the compact Riemann surface H∗/G can be generated by
a single function. Whether a function f is a generator of the function field K(H∗/G) can
be determined easily as the following lemma suggested.
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function invariant under the action of G. Suppose that
(i) f (z) has a Fourier expansion of the form q−1/m + a0 + a1q1/m + a2q2/m + · · · ,
(ii) G∞ =
〈( 1 m
0 1
)〉
,
(iii) ∞ is the only pole of f .
Then g(G)= 0 and f is a generator of the function field K(H∗/G).
We shall now give a brief explanation of how a generator can be constructed.
Case 1. G is Γ0(N) or Γ0(N)∩ Γ (M). When G are groups of these types we can express
generators as products of the Dedekind eta functions. For example, when G = Γ0(3)∩Γ (2)
(group 6.1 in Tables 1 and 2 of www.math.nus.edu.sg/∼matlml/) we use the fact that G is
conjugate to Γ0(12) by
( 1/2 0
0 1
)
. Since
η(4τ )4η(6τ )2/η(2τ )2η(12τ )4
generates K(H∗/Γ0(12)), the function η(2τ )4η(3τ )2/η(τ )2η(6τ )4 generates K(H∗/G).
Case 2. G is an intermediate group of Γ1(N)  Γ0(N), or Γ1(N) ∩ Γ (M). Define the
generalised Dedekind eta function Eg(τ) as follows:
Eg(τ)= qNB(g/N)/2
∞∏
m=1
(
1 − q(m−1)N+g)(1 − qmN−g),
where B(x) = x2−x+1/6. It is clear that Eg+N = E−g = −Eg . Let γ =
(
a b
cN d
) ∈ Γ0(N).
Applying the results of [16], the function Eg(τ) satisfies
(i) if c = 0, then Eg(τ + b)= eπ ibB(g/N)Eg(τ ),
(ii) if c 	= 0, then Eg(γ τ)= (a, bN, c, d)eπ i(g2ab/N−gb)Eag(τ ), where
(a) if c is odd, then (a, b, c, d)= eπ i(bd(1−c2)+c(a+d−3))/6,
(b) if d is odd, then (a, b, c, d)= −ieπ i(ac(1−d2)+d(b−c+3))/6.
When G is a group given as in Case 2, generators of K(H∗/G) can be written as
product of generalised Dedekind eta functions (see [16]). For example, consider the group
G generated by Γ1(13) and γ , where γ =
( 3 −1
13 −4
) (group 13.2 in Tables 1 and 2 of
www.math.nus.edu.sg/∼matlml/). Since the action of γ permutes E2, E5, E6 and E1, E3,
E4 (with certain multipliers), respectively, in order for a product
∏
E
eg
g to be invariant
under G it is necessary that e2 = e5 = e6 and e1 = e3 = e4. In other words, we look for
products of the form (E2E5E6)a(E1E3E4)b that has only one simple pole at ∞. Using (i)
and (ii) of the above, we easily see that we can choose a = 1, b = −1.
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idea in Case 2. However, instead of using Eg , we utilise the following class of generalised
Dedekind eta functions. Set
Eg,h(τ )= qB(g/N)/2
∞∏
m=1
(
1 − ζ hqm−1+g/N)(1 − ζ−hqm−g/N),
where ζ = e2π i/N and B(x) = x2 − x + 1/6. where B(x) = x2 − x + 1/6. It is clear that
Eg+N,h = E−g,−h = −ζ−hEg,h, Eg,h+N = Eg,h. Thus, there are essentially |AN | distinct
Eg,h’s, where AN denote the following set of tuples:
{
(0, h): 1 hN/2
}∪ {(g,h): 1 g  (N − 1)/2, 0 hN − 1}
∪
{ { }, if 2  N,{
(N/2, h): 0 hN/2
}
, if 2 | N.
The functions Eg,h are permuted by elements in SL2(Z) with certain multiplicative
constants as follows (see [16] for more detail): Let γ = ( a b
c d
) ∈ SL2(Z). Then
(iii) if c = 0, then Egh(τ + b)= eπ ibB(g/N)Eg,bg+h(τ ),
(iv) if c 	= 0, then Eg,h(γ τ) = (a, b, c, d)eπ iδEg′,h′(τ ), where δ = (g2ab + 2ghbc +
h2cd)/N2 − (gb + h(d − 1))/N , and (g′, h′) = (g,h)γ .
Following the idea in Case 2, we first divide the set of tuples (g,h) into equivalence classes
according to the action of G. We say that (g,h), (g′, h′) ∈AN are equivalent if there exists
an element γ = ( a b
c d
) ∈ G such that ag + ch≡ g′, bg + dh≡ h′ modN . We then set
〈g,h〉 =
∏
(g′,h′)∈AN,
(g′,h′)∼(g,h)
Eg′,h′ .
To find a generator of the function field associated with G we apply (iii) and (iv) of
the above and look for products of the form
∏ 〈gi , hi〉ei that are invariant under G and
have only a simple pole at infinity. For example, for group 4.3 (generated by ( 1 1−1 0 ),( 3 −1
1 0
)
,
(−4 7
−3 5
)) we find that there are three equivalence classes {(0,1), (1,0), (1,1)},
{(0,2), (2,0), (2,2)} and {(1,2), (1,3), (2,1)}. Among them, 〈0,2〉 is just a constant
function, 〈0,1〉 has a zero of order 1/4 at infinity and a pole of order 1/4 at 1, and
〈1,2〉 has a pole of order 1/4 at infinity and a zero of order 1/4 at 1. The latter two are
invariant under
( 1 1
−1 0
)
and
(−4 3
−7 5
)
. For the other independent generator γ = ( 3 −11 0 ) we
have 〈0,1〉|γ = eπ i/2〈0,1〉 and 〈1,2〉|γ = e−π i/2〈1,2〉. Therefore, we conclude that 〈1,2〉4
is invariant under G with a unique simple pole at infinity, and thus generates the function
field.
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with prescribed properties do not exist. (Notably, groups whose index is the same as the
level, since in these cases (g,h) are all equivalent to each other and the product of all
such Eg,h is equal to a constant.) For these cases we will need to modify our method.
We first find a normal subgroup H of G that contains Γ (N), define equivalence classes
accordingly, and find products f =∏ 〈gi, hi〉eiH that are invariant under H and has simple
poles only at cusps equivalent to infinity under G. Then the sum
∑
γ f |γ generates the
function field associated with G, provided that the sum does not equal to a constant,
where γ runs over coset representatives of G/H . For example, to find a generator of
the function field associated with G = group 4.7 (generated by ( 1 1−1 0 ), ( 1 −12 −1 ), ( 1 −21 −1 ))
we notice that H = group 4.3 is a normal subgroup of G, and it is easy to check that
〈1,2〉4H + 〈1,2〉4H |γ = 〈1,2〉4H + i〈0,1〉4H ,γ =
( 1 −1
2 −1
)
has the desired properties.
Finally, let us explain how we find the generators of the function fields associated with
groups 11.1 and 11.2. Let G denote one of the groups. The group G has one inequivalent
cusp ∞ with width 11. According to the remark in the previous paragraph, in order to find
a generator we first need to locate a normal subgroup H . Examining the group structure of
G we see that the only normal subgroup of G containing Γ (11) is the group Γ (11) itself
(G/Γ (11) is isomorphic to the alternating group on 5 letters). Under the action of this
group all tuples (g,h) ∈ A11 are inequivalent. Thus, if we were to choose H = Γ (11) and
work directly on it following the algorithm depicted in the last paragraph we would have
to solve 60 linear equations in 60 variables. In order to reduce the amount of calculation
needed we devise a small trick specifically for these two groups.
We know that G/Γ (11) is isomorphic to the group of even permutations of five letters,
which has subgroups of order 12. In other words there is a group H with [G :H ] = 5. The
group H has five inequivalent cusps whose widths are all 11. More importantly, any cusp
of Γ (11) will be equivalent to one of the five cusps under the action of H . Therefore, if we
can find a modular function f on H such that the poles are all at cusps and are all simple,
then
∑
γ∈G/Γ (11) f |γ is modular on G with only one simple pole at ∞, provided that the
sum is not equal to a constant. Using this idea we only need to solve a set of five linear
equations in five variables.
5.3. Tables
Recall first (a) and (b) of the introduction. We shall now give a brief explanation of the
following tables.
(i) The first two columns of the first table give levels and indices (in PSL2(Z))
respectively. n.x denotes a group of level n. n.x∗ means that the group is torsion
free (there are altogether 33 such conjugacy classes of groups).
(ii) The forth column of the first table gives a generator of the function field K(H∗/G),
the symbol
arbs · · ·gv
ctdu · · ·hw
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On Rademacher’s conjecture
Group G Index Independent generators Generator of K(H∗/G)
11.1 11
(−1 1
−3 2
)
,
( 3 −5
2 −3
)
,
( 2 −5
1 −2
)
See (a) below.(−1 −2
1 1
)
,
( 2 1
−3 −1
)
11.2 11
( 0 −1
1 0
)
,
( 1 −1
2 −1
)
,
(−4 7
−3 5
)
See (a) below.(−7 19
−3 8
)
,
( 3 −10
1 −3
)
12.1∗ 48 ( 1 20 1 ), ( 7 −66 −5 ), ( 31 −5018 −29 ) E5E1
∣∣∣
γ
, γ = ( 1 −10 2 )( 7 −2
18 −5
)
,
( 53 −76
30 −43
)
,
( 41 −26
30 −19
)
( 17 −4
30 −7
)
,
( 23 −2
12 −1
)
,
( 109 −20
60 −11
)
12.2 16
(−1 1
−3 2
)
,
(−4 7
−3 5
)
,
(−7 19
−3 8
) 13
33( 1 4
0 1
)
,
(−10 37
−3 11
)
12.3 36
( 1 −1
2 −1
)
,
( 1 3
0 1
)
,
( 23 −53
10 −23
) 〈4,0〉〈6,0〉
〈0,1〉( 31 −75
12 −29
)
,
( 17 −29
10 −17
)
,
( 19 −27
12 −17
)
( 65 −84
24 −31
)
,
( 67 −81
24 −29
)
,
( 73 −205
26 −73
)
12.4 36
( 3 −5
2 −3
)
,
( 5 −13
2 −5
)
,
( 9 −41
2 −9
) 〈2,5〉( 1 6
0 1
)
,
( 11 −61
2 −11
)
,
( 37 −137
10 −37
)
( 33 −109
10 −33
)
,
( 41 −24
12 −7
)
,
( 7 −5
10 −7
)
( 3 −1
10 −3
)
,
( 43 −18
12 −5
)
12.5 24
( 0 −1
1 0
)
,
( 5 −13
2 −5
)
,
( 3 −10
1 −3
) (1,1)(1,4)(2,5)(2,11)(5,5)(5,8)
(3,4)(3,7)(3,8)(3,11)(6,1)(6,5)+( 8 −13
5 −8
)
,
( 3 −2
5 −3
)
,
( 13 −17
10 −13
) (1,2)(1,3)(1,6)(1,11)(4,3)(4,5)
(4,9)(4,11)(5,3)(5,6)(5,7)(5,11)( 13 −3
9 −2
)
,
( 13 −5
34 −13
)
,
( 12 −5
29 −12
)
12.6 18
( 1 −1
2 −1
)
,
( 1 3
0 1
)
,
( 5 −13
2 −5
) (2/3)3 .12.44.63
(1/3)(4/3)2 .26.3.122( 17 −29
10 −17
)
,
( 13 −17
10 −13
)
,
( 19 −27
12 −17
)
12.7 18
( 1 −1
2 −1
)
,
( 3 −5
2 −3
)
,
( 5 −13
2 −5
) 14
24( 7 −25
2 −7
)
,
( 9 −41
2 −9
)
,
( 1 6
0 1
)
( 11 −61
2 −11
)
12.8 12
( 0 −1
1 0
)
,
( 1 −1
2 −1
)
,
( 5 −13
2 −5
) η(τ/2)4
η(τ)4
+ 4 η(2τ)4
η(τ)4
− i η(τ)8
η(τ/2)4η(2τ)4( 3 −10
1 −3
)
,
( 7 −10
5 −7
)
,
( 8 −13
5 −8
)
12.9∗ = Γ0(12) 24
( 1 1
0 1
)
,
( 7 −3
12 −5
)
,
( 17 −5
24 −7
) 44 .62
22 .124( 19 −4
24 −5
)
,
( 31 −25
36 −29
)
12.10∗ = Γ1(12) 48
( 1 1
0 1
)
,
( 11 −1
12 −1
)
,
( 49 −9
60 −11
) E5
E1( 25 −16
36 −23
)
,
( 37 −27
48 −35
)
,
( 13 −6
24 −11
)
( 13 −3 )
,
( 13 −4 )
,
( 85 −49 )
48 −11 36 −11 144 −83
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Group Farey symbol
11.1
{−1
0 	◦
−1
1 	•
0
1 	•
1
1 	◦
2
1 	◦
1
0
}
11.2
{−1
0 	◦
0
1 	◦
1
1 	•
2
1 	•
3
1 	◦
1
0
}
12.1
{−1
0 	1
0
1 	8
1
6 	9
1
5 	7
1
4 	4
1
3 	4
1
2 	7
3
5 	6
2
3 	2
1
1 	2
4
3 	6
7
5 	5
3
2 	3
5
3 	3
7
4 	5
9
5 	9
11
6 	8
2
1 	1
1
0
}
12.2
{−1
0 	
1
0
1 	•
1
1 	•
2
1 	•
3
1 	•
4
1 	
1
1
0
}
12.3
{−1
0 	
1
0
1 	◦
1
1 	5
5
4 	
4
4
3 	3
3
2 	3
5
3 	◦
2
1 	◦
7
3 	
2
5
2 	
2
8
3 	
4
11
4 	5
14
5 	◦
3
1 	
1
1
0
}
12.4
{−1
0 	
1
0
1 	◦
1
3 	3
1
2 	
2
2
3 	◦
1
1 	◦
2
1 	◦
3
1 	◦
10
3 	
2
7
2 	3
11
3 	◦
4
1 	◦
5
1 	◦
6
1 	
1
1
0
}
12.5
{−1
0 	◦
0
1 	
1
1
3 	◦
2
5 	◦
1
2 	◦
1
1 	◦
4
3 	
1
3
2 	◦
2
1 	◦
3
1 	◦
1
0
}
12.6
{−1
0 	
1
0
1 	◦
1
1 	◦
4
3 	
2
3
2 	
2
5
3 	◦
2
1 	◦
3
1 	
1
1
0
}
12.7
{−1
0 	1
0
1 	◦
1
1 	◦
2
1 	◦
3
1 	◦
4
1 	◦
5
1 	◦
6
1 	1
1
0
}
12.8
{−1
0 	◦
0
1 	◦
1
1 	◦
3
2 	◦
2
1 	◦
3
1 	◦
1
0
}
12.9
{−1
0 	
1
0
1 	
4
1
4 	3
1
3 	
2
1
2 	
2
2
3 	3
3
4 	
4
4
5 	5
5
6 	5
1
1 	
1
1
0
}
12.10
{−1
0 	
1
0
1 	
2
1
6 	3
1
5 	7
1
4 	7
2
7 	8
1
3 	8
2
5 	6
1
2 	6
4
7 	9
7
12 	9
3
5 	
4
2
3 	
4
5
7 	5
3
4 	5
4
5 	3
5
6 	
2
1
1 	
1
1
0
}
represents the function
η(aτ)rη(bτ)s · · ·η(gτ)v
η(cτ )tη(dτ)u · · ·η(hτ)w .
An easy example of this kind is that η(τ)12/η(3τ )12 is represented by the symbol
112/312. For simplicity, Eg,h(τ ) is denoted by (g,h). Note that the functions Eg ,
(g,h) and 〈g,h〉 involve a natural number N . In most of the cases N is the level of
the group in consideration. The value N will be given when it is not the level of the
group. (For example, in Table 1 of www.math.nus.edu.sg/∼matlml/, N = 8 for group
16.1∗.)
(iii) The second table gives the Farey symbol of the groups. Since the Farey symbol
determines a unique fundamental domain (see Examples 5.1 and 5.2), a set of
inequivalent cusps of G can be determined.
(a) Let f = (0,1)(1,2)(1,5)(2,1)(2,2)(2,6)(2,8)(3,2)(3,5)(3,8)(4,0)(4,6)(0,2)
(2,4)(2,10)(3,0)(3,10)(4,1)(4,2)(4,4)(4,5)(5,1)(5,6)(5,7)(0,3)(1,0)(1,7)(2,5)
(2,7)(2,9)(3,4)(3,6)(5,4)(5,5)(5,8)(5,9) and let G = 11.1 or 11.2. Suppose that
G=⋃60i=1 σiΓ (11). Then ∑60i=1 f |σi is a generator of K(H∗/G).
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In this appendix, we give a faithful permutation representation of SL2(ZN). This
representation can be implemented in GAP 4.3 easily. The first step towards such a
representation is the determination of K =⋂gΓ̂0(N)g−1, where
Γ̂0(N) =
{(
a b
cN d
)
∈ SL2(Z)
}
.
Lemma A.1.
K =
{(
x yN
zN w
)
∈ SL2(Z): x2 ≡ 1 (mod N)
}
.
Suppose that N is a divisor of 24. Then
K =
{(
x yN
zN w
)
∈ SL2(Z)
}
.
Proof. Since
(
0 −1
1 0
)
Γ̂0(N)
(
0 −1
1 0
)−1
=
{(
a bN
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z)
}
,
we have
K  Γ̂0(N) ∩
{(
a bN
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z)
}
=
{(
x yN
zN w
)
∈ SL2(Z)
}
.
Direct calculation shows that
(
a b
c d
)(
x yN
zN w
)(
a b
c d
)−1
≡
(
adx − bcw ab(w − x)
cd(x −w) adw − bcx
)
(mod N).
Hence
σ =
(
x yN
zN w
)
∈ K
only if ab(w − x) and cd(x − w) are multiples of N . Since one may choose g so that cd
is relatively prime to N , σ ∈ K only if w − x is a multiple of N . Since wx ≡ 1 (mod N),
it follows that x2 ≡ 1 (mod N ). Conversely, one may show easily that if x2 ≡ 1 (mod N ),
then σ ∈K . Hence
K =
{(
x yN
zN w
)
∈ SL2(Z): x2 ≡ 1 (mod N)
}
.
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(mod N ) for all x ∈ Z×. Hence
K =
{(
x yN
zN w
)
∈ SL2(Z)
}
. 
A.1. Faithful permutation representation of SL2(ZN)
Let A be a subgroup of Z×N of odd order and let
S(N :A)=
{(
a b
cN d
)
∈ SL2(Z): a ∈ A
}
.
It is clear that S(N :A) is a subgroup of
Γ̂0(N) =
{(
a b
cN d
)
∈ SL2(Z)
}
.
Further, if A is of order n, then [SL2(Z) : S(N :A)] = φ(N)[SL2(Z) : Γ̂0(N)]/n.
Lemma A.2. The kernel of the action of SL2(Z) on SL2(Z)/S(N,A) is Γ̂ (N).
Proof. Consider the action of SL2(Z) on the cosets SL2(Z)/S(N,A). It is clear that
K0 = ∩gS(N,A)g−1 is the kernel of the action and Γ̂ (N)  K0. Since S(N,A) is a
subgroup of Γ̂0(N), K0 = ∩gS(N,A)g−1  ∩gΓ̂0(N)g−1 = K (see Lemma A1 for the
definition of K). As a consequence, K0  S(N,A)∩K . Since
(i) the orders of the (1,1) entries of members of S(N,A) are odd,
(ii) the orders of the (1,1) entries of members of K is either 1 or 2,
we conclude that
K0  S(N,A) ∩K =
{(
x yN
zN w
)
∈ SL2(Z): x ≡ 1 (mod N)
}
= Γ̂ (N).
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Corollary A.3. SL2(Z2n) can be embedded into S3.22n−2 . Let p be an odd prime and let
pn − pn−1 = 2rm, where m is odd. Then SL2(Zpn) can be embedded into S2r (pn+pn−1).
Proof. Suppose that p is an odd prime. Z×pn is a cyclic group of order pn − pn−1 = 2rm.
Hence Z×pn possesses a subgroup A of order m. As a consequence, [SL2(Z) : S(N,A)] =
2r (pn + pn−1). Applying Lemma A2, SL2(ZN)  SL2(Z)/Γ̂ (N) acts faithfully on
SL2(Z)/S(N,A). Since [SL2(Z) : S(N,A)] = 2r (pn +pn−1), we conclude that SL2(ZN)
can be embedded into S2r (pn+pn−1). In the case p = 2, the only subgroup of Z×n of odd2
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3.22n−2. By Lemma A2, SL2(Z2n ) can be embedded into S3.22n−2 . 
Remark. Z×pn possesses a unique subgroupA of order m, where m is the largest odd divisor
of φ(pn)= |Z×pn |. S(N,1) = Γ̂1(N).
In order to apply Corollary A3, we need to have a systematic description of a set of
coset representatives of SL2(Z)/S(pn,A). This is achieved in the following subsection.
A.2. Coset representatives of SL2(Z)/S(pn,A) and permutation representation of
SL2(Zpn)
An easy calculation shows that the following is a complete set of coset representatives of
SL2(Z)/Γ̂0(pn): {(
1 0
x 1
)
,
(
py −1
1 0
)}
,
where 0  x  pn − 1, 0  y  pn−1 − 1. Let {ai} be a set of coset representatives of
Z×pn/A. Since gcd(ai,pn) = 1, there exists ci, di ∈ Z such that aidi − cipn = 1. Then{(
ai ci
pn di
)}
is a set of coset representatives of Γ̂0(pn)/S(pn,A). It is now an easy matter to write
down a set of coset representatives of SL2(Z)/S(pn,A) (see the following example).
Consequently, we may represent SL2(Zpn) as permutations by applying Corollary A3.
Example 1. pm = 7, A = 〈4〉 (A is of order 3). It is clear that a set of coset representatives
of Γ̂0(7)/S(7,A) is {(
1 0
0 1
)
,
(−1 0
0 −1
)}
.
Further, a complete set of coset representatives of SL2(Z)/Γ̂0(7) is given by{(
1 0
x 1
)
,
(
0 −1
1 0
)}
,
where 0  x  6. Hence a complete set of coset representatives of SL2(Z)/S(7 : A) is
given by
{(
1 0
x 1
)
,
(−1 0
−x −1
)
,
(
0 −1
1 0
)
,
(
0 1
−1 0
)}
,
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T =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and R =
(
0 1
−1 1
)
.
Consider the following changes of notations:
(
1 0
x 1
)
←→ x + 1,
(−1 0
−x −1
)
←→ x + 9,
(
0 −1
1 0
)
←→ 8,
(
0 1
−1 0
)
←→ 16.
It follows that T is represented by v2 = (1,8,9,16)(2,15,10,7)(3,12,11,4)(5,14,13,6),
R is represented by v3 = (1,7,16,9,15,8)(2,4,6,10,12,14), S(1) (see Section 2 for the
definition of S(1)) is represented by s(1) = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7)(9,10,11,12,13,14,15).
Further, the permutation representation of −I is (1,9)(2,10)(3,11)(4,12)(5,13) (6,14)
(7,15)(8,16).
A.3. The main result of Appendix A
Let N = 2ape11 pe22 · · ·pess , peii −pei−1i = 2r1(2mi + 1), where ei > 0 for all i and pi are
primes for all i . By Corollary A3, our working example of Section A.2 and the fact that if
gcd(m,n) = 1, then SL2(Znm)  SL2(Zn) × SL2(Zm), we may embed SL2(ZN) into the
symmetric groups on k letters, where
(i) if a = 0, then k =∑2ri (peii + pei−1i ),
(ii) if a  1, then k = 3 · 22a−2 +∑2ri (peii + pei−1i ).
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